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Live mindfully with eyes wide open!

alpeon
health & wellness

•

self & business development

•

MEDIA KIT—2018
www.alpeon.com

the dynamics of life
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The magazine
ALPEON was founded
by Aleksandr Romanychev,
owner of WCH Service Bureau, #1
Medical billing and credentialing company in
the tri-state New York area, and president of the AR
Alliance Group, Inc. medical network, in partnership with
Peter Vingardt, owner of a publishing firm that for more than twenty
years has specialized in magazines: Gorgeous, Tonus, PRO, and
HOME360.
Their first joint project was NewsLetter, for members of a medical network with a
readership of half a million that quickly gained popularity and revealed what topics
are especially in demand by a contemporary readership. The recognition of this demand brought to life the magazine ALPEON—a source of timely information about
health, personal development, and the dynamics of life—that from the first issue has
had 200,000 subscribers to the electronic version.
We believe that our devotion to providing a high-quality product will earn ALPEON
an unprecedented reputation among readers and advertisers.
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The diagram shown on this slide shows graphically that
a healthy way of life has become the trend and is
fast gaining momentum. The cause of this phenomenon is not mere fashion; it is the realization that good
health is a fundamental requirement for wellbeing.
The urge of our contemporaries to live mindfully,
predicting the results of their actions and practices, is a
distinctive characteristic of our times.

Market Value of Health & Wellness in the US
from 2013 to 2018 (in millions US dollars)

ALPEON arose as a response to a need expressed by
this intellectual readership.
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MISSION
By making our magazine an informational
space for scientific discoveries, expert opinions, and metaphysical inquiry, and by promulgating healthy values through content,
well organized interactive communication, and
coaching, we will help readers write their own
instruction manual for a fulfilling life as they
acquire awareness and new experience going
beyond the framework of the usual life format.

GOAL
We aim, with the help of the Internet and social networks, to unite like-minded people
around our magazine and create such an active, friendly environment for them that every
minute spent here would serve their intellectual and spiritual development and become
an ideal leisure activity for those who sense
their own potential.

ALPEON’S MODERN FORMAT
ALL VERSIONS OF DIGITAL FORMAT

SOCIAL MEDIA

PRINT MAGAZINE

EDITORIAL FOCUS:

• science and medicine
• advice from the experts

• the world of emotions
• power over habit

• habitat
• creature comforts

• an ounce of prevention
• natural health

• dreams and goals
• the road to yourself

• handy gadgets
• the evolution of transportation

• let’s get fit!
• food as medicine

• the psychology of the personality • the latest in technology
• training for creativity
• contours of the future
• personal effectiveness
• ecotrends

• health gadgets
• face and body
• rest and relaxation

• controlling reality
• monetizing an idea

• the joys of life
• controversial issues

DISTRIBUTION OVERVIEW
Virtual version subscription — 200,000
Total print issues — 30,000

Mail to subscribers — 10,000

READER PROFILES:
ALPEON is for people in the prime of life who are materially secure, are constantly improving their quality of
life, have acknowledged the value of good health as a resource for their wellbeing, and have experienced a
need for spiritual development and full realization of their untapped inner potential.
Age: 33—43

Age: 40—55

Education: College Graduate

Education: College Graduate

Income: $50k minimum

Income: $75k minimum

Interests: Beauty, health, fitness,
self development, reading

Interests: Beauty, health, fitness,
self development, reading

Age: 32 - 42

Age: 42 - 55

Education: College Graduate

Education: College Graduate

25%

Income: $100k minimum

Interests: Self Development, fitness, science, tech

18%

35%

Income: $120k minimum

Interests: Self Development, fitness, science, tech

22%
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TARGET DISTRIBUTION
in MANHATTAN
by mail:
•
•
•
•
•

10,000

beauty salons,
gyms,
SPA,
offices of professionals,
medical offices
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by courier delivery to lobbies
in luxury buildings: 10,000

Apartment sale prices in luxury buildings
from $500,000 to $15,000,000,

average price — $3,700,000.

Apartment rent prices in luxury buildings
from $2,700 to $40,000,

average price — $6,500.

MANHATTAN READERS
STATS:
(based on data from an independent IPSOS STUDY)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

average age—45
male/female—35% / 65%
college graduate or more—93%
business owners or top management positions—76%
average net worth—$19.8 Million
average HHI—$3.3 Million
average real estate holdings—$9.3 Million
purchasers of women’s apparel with over 5 Million net worth—75%
average spending on apparel male / female (%)—$52,600 / $124,600
annual spending on home decor—$538,800
shop at the most prominent NYC stores—92%
average spending on fine jewelry & watches—$155,800
travel—87%
travel internationally—90%

PRINT AD OPPORTUNITIES
2-Page Spread Ad

Full Page Image Ad

Full Page Info Ad
www.rrplastix.com

yourself into the healing waters of the Dead Sea, reducing inflammation in your own private space.
You will experience a magical 15 to 20 minutes in a richness of the Dead Sea, as our exclusive formulation
contains a high chemistry of minerals. Bathing with Extra Mineral salts will nourish and revive your skin while relaxing muscle tension. It will improve your mental state along with your body and soul!
Another miracle of the Dead Sea is mud. Mud nourishes and stimulates the metabolism of the deep layers of
the skin. If you use the mud systematically and constantly, it will increase the skin elasticity and restore its functional properties which have been reduced under the influence of various factors such as stress, pollution and unbalanced nutrition. Treat yourself with Extra Mineral facial mud mask and pure Dead Sea body mud. We suggest
that you use Dead Sea mud for the body wraps in the comfort of your home. You will witness how rapidly it will
absorb excess oil and most importantly, it will exfoliate dead cells renewing your skin. Even more, due to the fact
that our mud mask is enriched with Argan Oil, it will stimulate circulation which will improve skin tone leaving it
soft and bright as never before.
By creating your own SPA with Extra Mineral, you will provide yourself with a unforgettable experience.
We will be next to you every step of the way. Simply give it a try and everything else will happen as if you are
under the influence of the most opulent resort.
Keep calm & SPA on!

New collection is available
in Nordstrom and Dillard’s

Aesthetic Plastic &
Reconstructive

PREMIER
SURGERY CENTER
Dr. ROMAN RAYHAM
Board Certified Plastic Surgeon
Member of the American Councils
of Plastic and General Surgery

FOR YOUR SPA AT HOME SHOP TODAY AT:

www.extra-mineral.com

SPA at Home

As everybody knows, visiting a SPA is the best anyone can do for the body and soul. However, SPA resorts
are not available or local for everyone. It is unlikely that ten or even twenty days spent in a resort can completely
restore your body which independently tried to cope with the "achievements of civilization" for the whole year.
Therefore, have you thought of creating your own SPA at home that will be available for you 24/7? Fortunately,
there is a way to do it, thanks to the natural products of Extra Mineral enriched with high concentration mineral
treasures from the Dead Sea.
The Latin interpretation of SPA stands for “solution pro akva”—health from water. Webster’s dictionary interprets the word "SPA" as an opportunity to quickly and effectively restore strength and health. This process relieves stress, improves the work of cardiovascular, central and peripheral nervous systems, as well as stimulates
metabolic processes, particularly the removal of toxins.
So what is special about Dead Sea products and why are they used in SPAs? Dermatologists believe that
such products contain a large concentration of beneficial minerals. Such minerals are proven effective in giving
skin a healthy and vital look increasing its moisture and resistance to the aging processes. In addition, salt water
helps the body remove toxins and harmful substances through the skin. After all, isn’t it a great idea to take a
warm bath by adding a tablespoon of Extra Mineral aromatic salt? You will relax after a busy day immersing

1.877.PLASTIX

If you have any questions about Extra Mineral products, call Eva Rintel: (516) 333-8310

Where Artistic Vision
Meets Surgical Expertise

|| the dynamics of life

PERFECT BREAST
Breast Augmentation (+ No-Silicon)
Breast Reduction
Breast Uplift (with implants or without)
Male Breast Liposuction and Breast Removal with minimum notch

SLENDER BODY

4-Page Advertorial
80

BEAUTIFUL FACE
Rhinoplasty (nose reshaping)
Facelift and Necklift
Eyelid Surgery
Otoplasty (Ear Surgery)
Chin / Facial Implants

THE JOYS OF LIFE | the dynamics of life ||

| THE JOYS OF LIFE

81
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Dr. Roman Rayham

Liposuction / Liposculpture
Body Lift / Thigh Lift
Tummy Tuck / Abdomenoplasty
Arm Lift / Brachioplasty
Post-Bariatric Re-Contouring

MANHATTAN:
212-289-8888

BROOKLYN:
718-484-1022

161 Madison Ave. Suite 11W
New York, NY 10016

1616 Voorhies Ave. Suite B
Brooklyn, NY 11235

NON-SURGICAL
BREAKTHROUGH
Face, Neck and Hands Lift by ULTHERA
Beauty Injections:
Botox, Restylane, Voluma, Perlane, Juviderm, Radiesse, Sculptra — and Fat Injections

FREE CONSULTATIONS
On-Site-Accredited Surgery Suite

THE JOYS OF LIFE | the dynamics of life ||
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by Nellie Vingardt
The ban on personal exhibitions in the Soviet Union, two exceedingly difficult immigrations—to Israel and then to the
United States—and severe illnesses had to have taken their
toll.
I think that Leonid Afremov had a brilliant example to follow in that the world–reknowned Marc Chagall had also been
born in Vitebsk and learned the basics of art there. He is like
Chagall not in manner—a genuine artist has to be self–created—but by personality: by having healthy ambitions and
faith in his talent and destiny. That fact, plus a capability for
all–absorbing labor, patience and persistence in honing his
mastery every single day, the active support of a tight–knit
family, inborn optimism, and an untiring search for personal
forms and means of expression, helped Leonid Afremov withstand all the storms of fate and find that language to which
the people respond instinctively. Take a look at the artist’s cycles of pictures: landscapes and cityscapes, marinas and
parks, sports and still lifes, musicians and dancers, scenic
sketches and foreign impressions—images from the world
we live in. No fanciful ideas. No psychological pressure. Only
vibrant colors and vivid emotions that pour generously from
the canvasses. It seems to me that the recurring theme in

A SOURCE

OF OPTIMISM
The emotions we experience—both good and
bad—color not only our
moods, but our lives as a
whole. When we’re
happy, everything we do
goes well; we’re ready to
act and fear no obstacles.
But if we are upset,
nothing goes right, and
life itself is disagreeable.
Unfortunately, feelings of
the latter group tend to
visit us more often. If you
can’t extricate yourself
from the negative state by
the Baron Munchausen
method, try relying on art
to effect a change in your
mood from minus to plus.
As for me, I have found
my own personal magic
recharger.

ALPEON.COM

an unplanned encounter
rovidence often intervenes in my life, and acquaintance with the works of the artist Leonid Afremov,
which became a real spiritual discovery for me, is
straight out of a category of fortuities that God seems
to have placed in my path.
One evening, intending to write an article for the magazine about how an autumn theme is reflected in creative
handiwork, I was wandering through the labyrinths of the In-

P

ternet in search of examples. And suddenly, on a background
of works created by home artisans, a picture opened before
me of a time in nature that the great poet Pushkin called
"orbs of enchantment."
Trees, engulfed by “an autumnal conflagration,” boasted
of the luxuriance of their fineries, the setting sun filled the air
with a lambent light, and on the wet asphalt of a park path, a
joyous world washed by rain was reflected as though in a
giant mirror. There was so much rapture and love in this pic-

ture that I simply couldn’t tear my eyes away from it! The canvas positively radiated these clearly perceptible emotions and
called forth from my sleeping memory a montage of associations: the earthy scent of fallen leaves, the frisky play of a
fresh breeze, a light sobbing of wet leaves under my feet...
Not finding on the site a reference to the source, I increased the size of the image as much as I could and read
the signature in a corner of the picture: Leonid Afremov.
What can I say! I didn’t give another thought that evening
to any article for the magazine! Know–it–all Google helped
me discover a virtual gallery of the artist’s works, and I began
avidly—one after another—looking through the pictures, reveling in the vision of the world created by the Master—a world
amazingly luminous, resonant, and harmonious, a world in
which awe and surprise, romance and hope, all–conquering
optimism, and a sense of freedom coexist easily. Turning off
the Internet in the wee hours, I was already certain which of
the artist’s pictures I wanted to see on the walls of our home.
the secrets of manner and success
Every kind of art has its own means for transmitting its
creators’ thoughts and feelings. In ballet, it’s dance, music,
and images; in movies, it’s plot, acting, and cinematography;
in painting, it’s brushes, light, and colors first of all. But there

ALPEON.COM

ALPEON.COM

Leonid Afremov’s work is the state of the soul, and the main
message is “Think with your heart!” After all, no matter what
he paints, even a landscape isn’t about nature itself, but how
the artist sees it and which of our feelings it keys into.
Afremov’s canvasses are so energetic and multidimensional that it seems as though the artist sees, and breathes,
and feels through his paintings. He loves life exuberantly, and
all of his “progeny” carry the energy of good into our world.
It’s impossible to forget Afremov’s pictures: having once encountered them, you become a lifelong admirer of his art. The
presentation we have arranged on the pages of our magazine reflects only a tiny portion of the rich collection you can
see at the artist’s site: www.afremov.com
Van Gogh understood talent to mean the ability of an
artist to push through an invisible wall separating what you
feel and what you can do. The artist Leonid Afremov came
by mastery, soul, and talent sufficient to overcome that barrier.
Three Afremov originals have adorned the walls of our
home for five years now. Only for me they aren’t decor, and
not even objets d’art, but the quintessence of a buoyant mental outlook setting both motif and vector for my life.

is a rare cohort of masters who create their canvasses in impasto style—not with a paint brush, but with a palette knife,
a tool intended for mixing paints on the palette and removing
extra paint from the canvas. Relatively few artists have chosen the flexible blade of a palette knife as their tool, and you
can count on your fingers the number of those who have
achieved popular recognition.
Leonid Afremov is a member of a brilliant assemblage
of virtuosos of art. I am absolutely positive that the artist’s
devotion to the palette knife has made his works charismatic.
The qualities of oil, rich colors, and raised texture make for
an extremely powerful combination! A well–calibrated chaos
of daubs and layerings provide an impressive sculpturesque
quality to the relief, and an untamable energy of colors helps
the Master endow each of his canvasses with an easily readable mood. Afremov’s distinctive, easily recognizable manner
conveys sincerity, creative daring, and amazing inner freedom. Please tell me how this man, whose childhood, youth,
and coming of age coincided with the existence of the Soviet
system, made his way not into Socialist Realism, but into Impressionism. In a system that relentlessly flattened personality and punished disobedience, he nonetheless succeeded
in nurturing in himself a light–filled, free world. In a life full of
hard knocks, how did he not lose his integrity and not break?

ALPEON.COM
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PRINT AD
SPECIFICATIONS:
Our magazine production department is Macintosh and PC
based.
•
•
•
•
•
•

SCHEDULE–2018:
Issue

Coming Out

Closing Date

May–June 2018

4/30/18

4/14/18

July–August 2018

7/1/18

6/18/18

September–October 2018

8/27/18

8/13/18

November–December 2018

10/29/18

10/15/18

We accept high resolution PDF files.
Provide 1/4" bleeds (image beyond trim) in bleed ads.
If you are making up a bleed page,
keep 1/4 safety margin in from each trim edge.
NO printers marks: e.g. crop marks, color bars, etc.
Portrait mode only; no rotations; 100% size.
All images embedded in file must have
•
no less than 300 dpi,
•
and 4/C process (CMYK) as their color format:
NO files with PMS Colors, RGB, LAB
or other embedded color profiles.
All colors must be converted to CMYK.

.
Alpeon will not accept responsibility for color fidelity of the ad.
Nor will Alpeon be liable for design or spelling errors.
All advertising art provided by our design staff—production
charges can be applied—is solely for use in Alpeon magazine.
Publisher retains the copyright on this material. Additional use of
this material requires written Publisher's permission and may be
subject to additional fees.
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TO ALPEON—
AND WHOM ALPEON WILL
WELCOME WITH OPEN ARMS:

Providers of goods and services tied to the magazine’s subject matter:
medical services:
makers of medications and food supplements, hospitals, clinics, medical specialists, representatives of nontraditional medicine
health care:
fitness clubs and studios, spas within city limits, wellness techniques, healthy diet products, healthy diet programs, various goods for supporting personal health—from creams and devices to hot tubs and exercise machines
educational programs, courses and workshops for personal development, project management,
legal services
all kinds of eco-products and goods that enhance living
personal equipment, appliances, and gadgets
leisure industry representatives:
health resorts, cruises, vacation destinations, airlines, goods for vacations and travel
LUXURY GOODS:
real estate, goods for the home, high-end cars, yachts, fashionable brands and jewelry
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We don’t hide the fact that ALPEON is a young magazine. However, it came into being as a response to a
need of the times, and so it is easily visible on a background of other publications.

It is directed toward a readership that strives to live according to high standards and knows how to make
decisions.

It discusses complicated issues in layman’s terms and arouses interest in new knowledge, personal development, tasteful living, and the world around us.

ALPEON means high-quality intellectual leisure that motivates, inspires, and creates intense positive emotions.

This magazine’s well-considered distribution assures coverage of a broad, prosperous readership.

And, finally, because our magazine is new on the scene, its ad rates are substantially lower than those of
competing publications.

MAKE ALPEON AN INSTRUMENT OF YOUR SUCCESS!

